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The Art of the Con: 
How Social Engineers and Phishers Use 
Psychology to Their Advantage

A Con in Action

5 Real-Life Cons and How 
to Avoid Them

Why Social 
Engineering Works
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A Con In Action

Meet Jasper
He spends his nights hanging 
out with his cats. He loves video 
games, tends to post way too 
much personal information on 
social media, and is quick to 
befriend strangers he meets in 
gaming chat rooms.

Meet Lydia
She works as a customer 
service agent for a large 
organization. She spends most 
of her workday on the phone 
handling various requests for 
account holders. 

It’s late on a Friday afternoon. After a long week, Lydia looks forward to a few 
days off. She’s packing up her things and is about ready to leave work when 
her phone rings:

“One more,” Lydia says to herself, as she picks up the line and greets the 
caller.

“Hey, Lydia. This is Jasper. I’ve lost my username and password for my account, 
and I need to make a payment immediately. Can you please help me out and 
send me a password reset? I don’t want to incur any late fees!”

“Sure, Jasper. But first, I need you to verify a few things so I can confirm your 
identity,” a typical response by Lydia.

Jasper proceeds to correctly provide the full name, address, email, and phone 
number associated with the account. But when Lydia asks a few security 
questions, Jasper gets frustrated. He can’t remember the answers because 
it has been a long time since he last called in. Lydia tries to explain that she 
can’t reset Jasper’s password unless he answers the security questions. 
Jasper becomes even more upset. He threatens to post negative comments 
about the company on social media and promises to file a complaint to 
management about Lydia’s poor customer service.

What should she do next?

It’s quite simple: follow policy by not giving Jasper any confidential information or performing a 
password reset. Remember, he tends to share too much on social media and in gaming chat rooms. 
So it may not be Jasper on the line—it could be anyone!

This was a simple view of how two cons can be tied together for an even bigger payoff. A social 
engineer finds a target (Jasper), cons him into divulging personal information (by pretending to be 
his friend), then attempts to use that information to gain unauthorized access to an account that 
belongs to the target (by conning Lydia). 

Don’t let scams happen to you! Here at work, regardless of your job title, always follow policy, and 
learn how to spot scammers. In your personal life, guard your personal information, and remain wary 

of strangers, both in person and on the internet. ©
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 5 Real-life Cons and How to Avoid Them

The one where a new renter pays the security deposit.  
Imagine paying a deposit on a new apartment only to find out a few days later that 
someone else recently moved in. Real estate scams often involve fake websites that 
post legitimate listings. In some cases, the scammer has actual access to the home 
in question and provides a lockbox code so you can view the property by yourself. 
Don’t fall for this fraud. Always request a viewing with the owner or real estate 
agent present. Never send anyone money without signing a written lease or without 
confirming the legitimacy of the owner. 

The one where romance breaks your bank.  
Romance scams demonstrate the fragility of human emotions, especially love. Con 
artists manipulate those emotions by courting their victims, often with fake online 
personas, and then asking for money because “a family member is ill” or for some 
other phony reason. If you venture into online dating, use extreme caution. Limit the 
amount of personal information you share until you meet your date in real life and can 
confirm that they are who they say they are. Avoid giving money to anyone, regardless 
of their sob stories. 

The one where you pay now and get more money later.  
This classic advance fee scam usually claims that you’re due a large inheritance or 
that you’ve won an overseas lottery or sweepstakes. But to secure it, you must pay an 
upfront fee. These scams have been around forever and are easy to spot due to their 
unbelievable nature. Remember, if something is too good to be true, it’s probably fake. 
Follow your instincts, and use common sense.   

The one where your cloud calendar sends you malicious invitations. 

If you use an online calendar app and receive random invites or messages that 
claim you’ve won something, don’t click! Scammers have discovered ways to deliver 
malicious invitations and fill schedules with spam. To avoid this, turn off any options 
that allow automatic invitations, and optimize privacy settings to block spam.

The one where an executive sends an email with a link to wire money.  
Known as business email compromise or CEO fraud, this elaborate scam involves 
fraudulent requests to wire large sums of money. The requests appear to come from 
an executive, whose email account has either been stolen or spoofed. Regardless 
of your job title or access to finances, remember to treat all requests for sensitive 
information or money with skepticism, even if they appear to come from your boss, 
co-worker, friend, or family member. Make a phone call to that person to confirm. ©
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Why Social
Engineering Works
Social engineering • noun • the use of psychological manipulation 
and deception to trick individuals into performing specific actions 
or divulging sensitive information. 

 While the technical side of cybersecurity, such as firewalls 
and threat detection services, helps contain various 
attacks, it’s the human side that poses the most risk. Social 
engineers know how to manipulate emotions and use them 
against the victim. Why else would we have to worry about 
phishing emails, Nigerian Prince scams (you’re owed a huge 
inheritance!), and other cons? Because people still click on 
random links. People still send money to strangers on the 
internet. People still believe that agencies send emails to 
collect overdue taxes. Social engineering works because 
humans will always have vulnerabilities that can’t be patched 
by a software update.

Avoiding Social Engineering at Work, at Home, and on the Go
Professional: As a valued member of our organization, we rely on you to prevent scammers and 
cybercriminals from successfully attacking us. 

 o Always follow our organization’s policies
 o Think before you click, and remain skeptical of requests for sensitive information
 o Report any security incidents immediately
 o Respect the access you’ve been granted, both physical and digital
 o Use common sense, and stay alert for scams

Mobile: smart devices deserve just as much security care as typical computers because they gain just as 
much attention from social engineers. 

 o Avoid clicking on links sent to you randomly via text messages
 o Thoroughly research apps before installing
 o Enable automatic updates
 o Protect smart devices with strong passcodes or PINs
 o Use a VPN (virtual private network) when connecting to public WiFi

Personal: Social engineers don’t limit their attacks to organizations. With 24/7 awareness, you can better 
ensure that security incidents don’t hit home.   

 o Install antivirus software on every device and computer
 o Limit the amount of personal information you make public
 o Set social media profiles to private, and only friend people you know
 o Create strong, unique passwords for every online account
 o Consider signing up for a credit monitoring service ©
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